
Week #2 Week #3 Week #4    

arithmetic anybody useful    

quarter afternoon maintain    

professor worthwhile until    

chorus anyhow fashion    

sentence blackboard obey    

discuss cupboard suppose    

history anyone occur    

coach classmate feature    

honor cardboard often    

journal breakfast legal    

tripod manuscript inspect    

quadruped maneuver spectator    

pedicure manipulate retrospective    

pedestrian mandate circumspect    

peddler manager introspection    

pedal manicure spectacle    

millipede manual speculate    

impediment manacles respect    

centipede manufacture perspective    

biped emancipate spectacles    

 

Week #5 Week #6 Week #7    

hospital strength lovely    

accomplish bridge primitive    

generous grudge eligible    

appearance cranky planned    

approval stomach excellent    

establish crumble formal    

elephant sprinkle attractive    

continue friend famous    

disapprove grease enormous    

determine brought careless    

dictation eject insect    

predict jettison intersection    

verdict subject trisect    

dictum trajectory sectional    

indictment dejected sector    

edict projectile section    

diction injection vivisection    

dictionary projector transect    

contradict interjection dissect    

dictator reject bisect    

 



Week #8 Week #9 Week #10    

salad transmit accident    

banana admit original    

piece remit innocence    

pumpkin omit angel    

vegetable dismiss gentle    

sandwich mission bandage    

catsup missile certain    

loaves submit except    

cracker emit edge    

dessert intermission decided    

deport perhaps autograph    

report adapt cartography    

portage began biography    

portfolio pasture paragraph    

porter basket seismograph    

portable package photography    

support canal autobiography    

import handle homograph    

transport can’t bibliography    

export candle phonograph    

 

Week #11 Week #12 Week #13    

employment credible justify    

address incredible justice    

weather creditor judge    

gadget incredulous perjury    

material accreditation jurist    

alarm credulous justification    

magazine creed abjure    

color credential just    

label credit jury    

kitchen discredit jurisdiction    

manuscript become supplement    

postscript again imagine    

subscription expect specific    

script assume improvement    

describe escape probably    

transcribe attach monument    

scribble dual personal    

scribe because opinion    

inscription custom paragraph    

prescription belong importance    

 



Week #14 Week #15 Week #16    

admire paid bottle    

tries allowance disappoint    

alive nineteen bubble    

quiet amount current    

appetite mortgage cabbage    

likely budget connect    

diamond fourth cannon    

lightning dollar commit    

divide forty carrot    

divine fifty college    

beneficial malefactor biography    

bonafide malice antibiotic    

benefactor malnourished biologist    

benefit dismal biosphere    

benign malodorous neurobiology    

bon voyage malaria symbiosis    

benediction malignant biology    

bonus malfeasance macrobiotic diet    

beneficiary malady biopsy    

benevolent malevolent autobiography    

 

Week #17 Week #18 Week #19    

baking attention always    

writing vacation Wednesday    

being condition annual    

using omission Tuesday    

coming constitution August    

shining occasion season    

having division daily    

making invitation minute    

hopping edition diary    

living imitation February    

revive deflect fragile    

vital retroflex fracture    

vivacious reflection fragmented    

survivor inflection infraction    

revitalize flexor refract    

vivid reflect suffrage    

vivisection reflex angle fragment    

survival inflexible fractals    

vitality circumflex frail    

vitamin flexible fraction    

 



Week #20 Week #21 Week #22    

about afraid celebration    

touch science ridiculous    

account arctic emergency    

route scene respectfully    

around bright independent    

mountain knew repetition    

couldn’t climb interested    

enough frighten preferable    

counter depot investigate    

court design legislature    

conjoined corrupt exceed    

conjugate interruption proceed    

conjunction disrupt recede    

rejoin erupt accessory    

disjointed corruptible successor    

junction rupture intercede    

join interrupt concede    

jugular disruption recess    

joint committee abrupt precede    

joint bankrupt accessible    

 

Week #23 Week #24 Week #25    

above asleep challenge    

welcome tried whole    

across between chief    

toward scream where    

baggage complain children    

journey precise whale    

desert control thankful    

immigrant instead though    

forth enclose theater    

forward explain thief    

extrovert distract destruction    

diversion retraction instruct    

invert attract reconstruct    

convert traction obstruction    

diversify contract misconstrue    

subvert protract substructure    

conversation abstract infrastructure    

revert subtract superstructure    

anniversary tractor instructor    

introvert extract construction    

 



Week #26 Week #27 Week #28    

adventure angry average    

natural very concert    

argument bury since    

maximum safety receive    

beginning busy danger    

entertain really medicine    

decorate company entrance    

discover noisy imaginary    

compromise country exercise    

dangerous guilty genius    

thermostat sociogram homophone    

exothermic socialite phonology    

thermos association euphonic    

thermograph unsocial megaphone    

thermophile associate dysphonia    

therm sociology saxophone    

thermodynamic sociopath cacophony    

endothermic disassociate gramophone    

thermal antisocial microphone    

thermometer social phonics    

 

Week #29 Week #30 Week #31    

automobile grammar astronaut    

temperature yellow nautical    

comparison hammer navy    

preparation success navigator    

environment happen Argonaut    

participate stopped nauseous    

identical innocent cosmonaut    

intelligence misspell navigate    

industrial message navigable    

inflammable mirror circumnavigate    

astringent extraterrestrial adventure    

boa constrictor geode beautiful    

constrict geographer outrageous    

district mediterranean overwhelmed    

restrain territory confidence    

restricted subterranean supervisor    

strain geography endurance    

strainer terrace delicious    

string geology irresponsible    

stringent terra cotta relative    

 



Week #32 Week #33 Week #34   

tripod inspect eject   

quadruped speculate projector   

pedicure introspection projectile   

pedestrian spectator dejected   

peddler circumspect subject   

pedal retrospective jettison   

millipede spectacle trajectory   

impediment respect injection   

centipede perspective interjection   

biped spectacles reject   

manuscript predict intersection   

manufacture dictator trisect   

manual indictment dissect   

manipulate dictum section   

manicure dictation transect   

mandate verdict vivisection   

manager edict insect   

manacles diction sectional   

maneuver dictionary sector   

emancipate contradict bisect   

 


